Abstr act. This paper is a comparative study of statistical classification approaches in relation extraction and classification. The focus is on multiclass classification, not on sequence labeling. Five methods are evaluated, including naive Bayes (NB), decision tree (DT), k-nearest neighbor (kNN), support vector machine (SVM) and sparse network of Winnow (SNoW). Using DT on Roth and Yih data set, the best precision and recall are achieved on both tasks of named entity recognition (NER) and relation extraction (RE). SNoW is not so good as DT, but it performs better than the other approaches. SVM performs better on precision and worse on recall. In contrast, the simplest methods NB and kNN has relative poor performance but they are not sensitive to learning tasks and classes.
The focus in this paper is the evaluation and comparison of statistical classification methods in RE. We select five existing classifiers which have already been widely used in machine learning and data mining communities, which are naive bayes (NB), decision tree (DT), k-nearest neighbor (kNN), support vector machine (SVM), and sparse network of Winnow (SNoW). We seek answers to the following questions with empirical evidence: 1) What are the strengths and weaknesses of existing statistical classification methods applied in RE? 2) What causes the strengths and weaknesses of statistical classification methods applied to RE?
For clarity, in this paper we make the following assumptions: 1) Advanced features are not used, such as syntactic features of parsing tree and dependency relation, NP chunking, semantic features such as WordNet hypernym [Fellbaum, 1998] , as well as various knowledge bases [Zhou et al., 2005] such as Wikipedia 4 Kate and Mooney presented an approach for mapping natural language sentences to their formal meaning representations using string kernel based classifiers . Additionally, kernels are not employed to combine different information sources [Alicante & Corazza, 2011] . 2) We focus on the task of classification of semantic relations, which is of assigning to each semantic relation a label taken from a finite set, and we don't assume that pairs of related entities are given together with their labels. 3) Although not all relations labels are compatible with every pair of entity types, such constraints are not used in the considered data set [Roth & Yih, 2004] . 4) We choose statistical classification approaches, and we do not consider sequence labeling approaches.
Major contributions of this paper include: 1) Up to our knowledge this is the first time to compare various statistical classification methods applied in RE. 2) It is found that DT performs best in both tasks of NER and RE, SNoW is not so good as DT but it performs better than the other approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 presents the related works, especially those on the Roth and Yih data set. Details on the problem definition and various statistical classification approaches applied in RE are given in Sec. 3. Experiment settings, feature selection and experimental results as well as analysis are discussed in Sec. 4, while conclusions are presented in Sec. 5.
Related Wor ks
Lots of works have been devoted to RE and classification. We are giving a preference here to systems which have been assessed on the Roth and Yih data set [Roth & Yih, 2004] . Systems assessed on other data sets include [Beamer et al., 2007 ] [Davidov & Rappoport, 2008 for SemEval 2007 , [Rink & Harabagiu, 2010 for SemEval 2010 and [Kambhatla, 2004] [Zhou et al., 2006] [Qian et al., 2008] for the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE), which is not freely available.
[ Kate & Mooney, 2006] . Miller et al. adapted a probabilistic context-free parser for information extraction [Miller et al., 2000] . Giuliano et al. thoroughly evaluated the effect of NER on RE [Giuliano et al., 2007] . Alicante and Corazza proposed barrier features, such as N-Grams of POS (Part of Speech), word prefixes and suffixes, hypernyms from WordNet etc. [Alicante & Corazza, 2011] . Carlson et al. presented a method to simultaneously do semi-supervised training of entity and relation classifiers [Carlson et al., 2009] .
Most systems usually first extract entities and afterwards relations. An important exception to this two pass approach is represented by [Roth & Yih, 2004 . Their methods first identified the possible entities and relations in a sentence using separate classifiers which were applied independently and then computed a most probable consistent global set of entities and relations using integer linear programming. Kate and Mooney presented a method for joint entity and RE using a graph called a "card pyramid" [Kate & Mooney, 2010] . They also gave an efficient algorithm that is analogous to parsing using dynamic programming.
In summary, existing RE researches are focused on selecting advanced syntactic or semantic features, or integrating NER with RE by integer linear programming or card pyramid parsing. No researches have been published on comparing different statistical classification approaches applied in RE.
Statistical Classification Appr oaches Applied in Relation Extr action
In this section, we first define the task of RE, and then we introduce the five statistical classification approaches compared in this paper.
Problem Definition
A sentence of length N is a string of N words or entities 1 2 { , ,... } N E E E , each corresponding to a sequence of consecutive tokens, that is a substring of S . The entity indexes follow their order in the sentence, and each entity is labeled by an entity-type in a finite set E of labels. A subset of all ordered entity pairs corresponds
i j i j R E E = ; i E is called agent and j E target, where the entities i E and j E can be composed by one or more tokens of the sentence and i E can either precede or follow j E . A label taken from a finite set R of possible labels is associated to each relation. We are considering the task of associating the correct label to each relation, which is the classification task of semantic relations.
Statistical Classification Approaches
In this section, we introduce the five statistical classification approaches, as well as their experiment settings.
Decision Tr ee Decision tree (DT) learning is one of the most widely used and practical methods for inductive inference. Our experiments for decision tree are based on J48, the open source Java implementation of the C4.5 decision tree learning algorithm in the Weka data mining tool . We compared four basic kernels, which are: linear, polynomial, radial basis function (RBF), and sigmoid. The linear kernel achieves the best performance in the NER task, while in the RE task the RBF kernel is the best. In addition, we normalize the data for both tasks and use probability estimate for the RE task and leave other settings as default.
Naive Bayes Naïve Bayes (NB) is a simple generative method based on applying Bayes' theorem with a conditional independence assumption. Our experiments for naive Bayes are based on the open source Java implementation of naive Bayes classifier in the Weka data mining tool. The best performance is achieved by using supervised discretization to convert numeric attributes to nominal ones. k-Near est Neighbor -nearest neighbor (kNN) is a non-parametric method for classifying objects based on closest training examples in the feature space. Our experiments for kNN are based on IBk, the open source Java implementation of kNN algorithm in the Weka data mining tool. The best performance is archived by choosing five neighbors for each testing example. Besides, the Euclidean similarity function is used to measure the distances, and the brute force search algorithm is used.
Spar se Networ k of Winnow Sparse network of winnows (SNoW) is a learning architecture framework that is specifically tailored for learning in the presence of a very large number of features and can be used as a general purpose multi-class classifier. The learning frame work is a sparse network of sparse linear functions over a predefined or incrementally acquired feature space. In our experiment, we use the implementation and default setting of SNoW by Dan Roth 7 5 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 6 http://www.cs.iastate.edu/~yasser/wlsvm/ 7 http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/page/software_view/1 .
Exper iments
In this section, we first introduce the data set used in the comparison, and then the features are given. At last, experimental results are demonstrated and analyzed.
Data Set
For experimental assessment we use the data set used by Roth and Yih [Roth & Yih, 2004] , derived from TREC corpus, which is freely available 8 8 http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/?cogcomp/Data/ER/conll04.corp . The sentences in this data were annotated with entities and relations. It includes three types of entities, namely PER (person), LOC (location) and ORG (organization), and five types of binary relations, namely WORK_FOR (work for), KILL (kill), LIVE_IN (live in), LOCATED_IN (located in) and ORGBASED_IN (orgbased in), in addition there is an extra type, OTHER, indicates that the entity is of none of the given types. Similarly, there is an extra relation type, NR, indicates that its two entity arguments are not related. The Roth and Yih data set is not divided in training and test set. Therefore assessment is performed by following the 5-fold cross validation protocol, as in [Giuliano et al., 2007] [Roth & Yih, 2007] [Kate & Mooney, 2010] .
As in the previous work with this data set, in order to observe the interaction between entities and relations, our experiments used only the 1441 sentences that include at least one relation. Note, the total number of sentences is 5516. The boundaries of the entities are already supplied by this data set. The number of three types of entities is: PER (1691), LOC (1968) 
F eature Selection
We use the following standard entity extraction features: the word form and partof-speech (POS) tag sequence of the candidate entity words, two words before and after the candidate entity and their POS tags, whether any or all candidate entity words are capitalized, whether any word has suffix "ment" or "ing". We used totally 30 features for NER, which are listed in Table 1 . (0) 17 POS (-1) + POS (0) 27 whether "ing" is the suffix of word (0) 8 POS (0) 18 word (0) + word (+1) 28 whether "ment" is the suffix of word (0) 9 word (0)+ POS (0) 19 POS (0) + POS (+1) 29 the length of word (0) 10 word (+1) 20 word (-2)+ word (-1) + word (0) 30 whether "Lt." or "Gov. " is contained in word (0) Nearly most relation extraction systems consider some form of parsing. The complete parse tree of the input sentence was considered by [Miller et al., 2000] , [Kambhatla, 2004] and [Reichartz et al., 2009] . Systems only considered some form of shallow parsing include [Giuliano et al., 2007] and [Zhang et al., 2005] . However, we focus on the caparison of various classification approaches. So we do not use these parsing features in RE. We use the features of e1 and e2, as well as the features of e1 + e2. In addition, we also use some patterns of specific words contained before, between and after e1 and e2. So, totally 100 features are used in RE, as listed in Table 2 . 95 whether "in" is before e1 and "at" is between e1 and e2 31-60 features of e2 96 whether "at" is before e1 and "in" is between e1 and e2 61-90 features of e1 + features of e2 97 whether "at" is before e1 and "at" is between e1 and e2 91 the number of words between e1 and e2 98 whether "native of" is between e1 and e2 92 whether the word of e1 is the same as the word of e2 99 whether "based in" is between e1 and e2 93 whether e1 is at the beginning of a sentence 100 whether "based at" is between e1 and e2 94 whether "in" is before e1 and "in" is between e1 and e2 4.3 Results and Analysis Table 3 and Table 4 show the results of NER and RE. The statistical significance is shown for precision, recall and F1-measures. We first note that all the results of our statistical classification approaches are not better than the approach of [Roth & Yih, 2007] , for both entities and relations. This is due to a lot of advanced features are not considered in our experiments as given in Sec. 1. Experimental result shows that among the entity and relation classifiers DT has the best performance. SNoW is comparable to the performance of DT. Although SVM has the best precision, however, due to its worst recall, its performance is not so good as expected. NB and kNN performs better than SVM in NER than RE. The average F1 on NER and RE of these approaches are: NB (47.3), DT (62.0), kNN (48.2), SVM (40.5), SNoW (57.2). 
Conclusions
This work is an evaluation of statistical classification methods in RE and classification, from using the simplest NB and kNN, to advanced DT, SVM and SNoW. We found DT most effective in both tasks of NER and RE. SNoW is found comparable to the performance of DT. SVM has better precision compared to other methods due to a bias favoring precision, however its recall is too low. NB and kNN are not sensitive to learning tasks and data folds as the baseline approaches.
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